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The ―Harmful Effect‖ Statement

•―The teaching of formal grammar has a 
negligible or, because it usually displaces 
some instruction and practice in 
composition, even a harmful effect on 
improvement in writing.‖ 

1963Braddock, Lloyd-Jones, and Schoer



―What exactly do they mean by 

grammar? ‖



Patrick Hartwell‘s 5 Grammars
1. The grammar in our heads—our native 

competence

2. Scientific descriptions of the grammar in our heads

3. Usage—often called linguistic etiquette

4. School grammar

5. Stylistic grammar 1985



Martha Kolln‘s Rhetorical Grammar

―Grammar in the service of rhetoric: 
grammar knowledge as a tool that 
enables the writer to make effective 

CHOICES‖
1996



―How does that breakdown

change anything?‖



Formal/Traditional/School Grammar

•Worksheets

•Drills

•Lectures

•Latin terms

•Error corrections

The methods—not the 
subject—are what 

sabotage the effectiveness 
of grammar instruction.



Correctness vs. Effectiveness
•Handbooks present a mostly false binary of 

many grammar concepts

•Correctness/error-hunting is negatively based

•Correctness fails to tell students why they  
would want to use a certain mark or style

•Effectiveness gives them choices



Effectiveness vs. Correctness
1. We have met the enemy.  And he is us.

2. We have met the enemy—and he is us.

3. We have met the enemy: and he is us.

4. We have met the enemy; and he is us.

5. We have met the enemy, and he is us.

6. We have met the enemy and he is us.

(Schuster 152)



What Makes Grammar Real

•Analyzing both published and student-generated 
sentences as a class to figure out what‘s EFFECTIVE

• Seeing real examples from great 
books (not handbook examples)

• Crafting real sentences for real 
purposes (not correcting 
worksheet errors)



―What else have you got?‖



Joan Didion, ―Why I Write‖
•―All I know about grammar is its infinite power.  

To shift the structure of a sentence alters the 
meaning of that sentence, as definitely and 
inflexibly as the position of a camera alters the 
meaning of the object photographed.‖



Ownership
•―Punctuation is and always has been a personal 

matter.‖ ~M. B. Parkes

•Language as verbal clay  ~Patrick Hartwell

•Students as WRITERS who are able to ―achieve 
important—even subtle—rhetorical effects‖ 
~John Dawkins



Rationale
•―The chief reason for teaching rhetorical 

grammar in writing classes is that doing so is 
central to teaching thinking. . . . How we think 
and give shape to ideas is intimately tied up 
with the forms, patterns, and rhythms of 
spoken and written language.‖ 

~Laura Micciche, ―Making a Case for Rhetorical Grammar‖



―What would that 
look like in a 

composition class?‖



Discussion & Analysis



Discussion & Analysis
Why does he use dashes to emphasize the phrase?

•So I asked the logical question: "Should I let a 
major factual error go by so as to save 
discomfort?" The student — a good student, 
smart and earnest — said that was a tough 
question. He'd need to think about it.

~from Mark Edmundson's "On the Uses of a Liberal Education"



Practice
Grammar needs to be

•learned by doing

•applied directly to a writing project

•cemented through opportunities for 
experience (Peterson 75; Dawkins 544)



Practice
Trial (& Error) & Comparison

•Include new structures in their assignments

•Read other students‘ sentences/papers

•Self-evaluate and get feedback in terms of 
effectiveness



―But will any of that actually translate 
into better student writing?‖



After ONE Lesson on Semicolons
•All of my students used at least one semicolon in 

their personal essays (required by me)

•Several students used more than one

•75% of my students used semicolons effectively 
in their research papers three months later 
(without being required)



BEFORE the Lesson on Semicolons

•Only 2 students were comfortable using them.

•3 students said they knew the ―rule‖ for 
semicolons but weren‘t comfortable using them

Three months after the lesson, 15 of my 19 students 
said they are comfortable using semicolons.



―Oh yeah?‖



From Whitney‘s paper, 
―The Woes of Standardized Testing‖:

•―Some students are poor test takers and may 
even have test anxiety; comparing these 
students to others puts them at an unfair 
disadvantage.‖



•―The most significant thing about graffiti is its 
ability to convey information about a time 
period and culture; by disregarding graffiti as a 
source of information, society is greatly 
denigrating people‘s feelings and essentially the 
current condition of their own civilization.‖ 

From Chris‘s paper, ―Graffiti: It‘s What‘s 
on the Inside that Counts‖:



From Paul‘s paper, ―Plasmid Rescue 
Technology: Cures from a Morbid Past‖

•―The magnitude of this malady is apparent; this 
technology isn‘t a matter concerning just the 
scientific community.‖ 



―Okay, so how‘d you do it?‖

Supplies:

•Box of chalk

•Bag of Hershey kisses

•Roomful of chalkboards

• Students with rough 
drafts in hand



―Okay, so how‘d you do it?‖

• Each student created a 
semicolon sentence & 
wrote it on the board

•We discussed how 
effective the semicolon 
was in each sentence



―But why did that work?‖



What the Students Said:

•―It forced me to write my own, and then gave 
me 18 more examples of good sentences. ‗Hands-
on‘ lessons like that, where we have to 
participate, always help me.‖ ~Brianna

•―We were the ones correcting the work.‖ 
~Natalie



What the Experts Say:

•Applied directly to a writing project

•Learned by doing

•Enough examples for discussion

•Opportunities for experience

(Peterson 75; Dawkins 544)



―What‘s the Catch?‖
•The activity took 25 

minutes from a 50-
minute class period

•Repeating on a 
regular basis is 
impractical



―So what was the point of this whole 
presentation?‖  



Wikis to the Rescue!
Like Wikipedia, wikis are websites that can be 
modified by multiple users.  This allows for a type 
of electronic chalkboard—a space where students

can compile examples together 
rather than in separate posts 
like message boards.



Wiki Grammar
•Create a page for each concept to be taught

•Provide numerous professional examples

•Give definitions in terms                                 
of effective usage

•Leave space for student                                     
analysis & examples



―Then what?‖
•Assign one concept per class period

•Students read page, choose professional example 
to analyze in 50–75 words, then create their 
own sentence using concept—preferably one 
for a writing assignment

•Use five minutes in class to read student 
sentences and analyze effectiveness together



What My Students Are Saying
•―Absolutely worth the time, no 

doubt.‖ 

•―It allows me to better 
understand the principles.‖

•―Reading through the examples 
helps me understand the 
grammar.‖



What My Students Are Saying
•―Going back over student 

examples helps me the most.‖

•―The five-to-ten minutes 
reviewing helps tremendously.‖

•Best part: ―Hands-on application 
plus being able to compare with 
peers.‖



Fit Your Own Teaching Style
•A wiki website is just one 

way of approaching 
grammar rhetorically

•Wetpaint provides free 
wikis you can create 
from their home page

•Other methods can be 
far less high tech—the 
important thing is to 
utilize real examples, 
analysis, discussion, & 
practice



In Conclusion…
•Grammar can be taught! (just not through 

handbooks or lectures)

•Must be hands on

•Must focus on effectiveness

•Must provide MANY examples
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